romance is in the air
Maldives, Days 1-5
Stay at Joali
Expect to spend these days in total relaxation, at your own leisure, accompanied by the sound of the waves,
sunbathing and swimming while dedicating time to your beloved. Dedicate some time to water sports and
activities, whether it is exploring the island with your snorkelling equipment or taking off for a private day trip off
the Indian ocean. Other watersports include parasailing or wakeboarding.

Como Lake, Days 6-7

Stay at Grand Hotel Tremezzo
It is the perfect time to enjoy the famous lake
scenery: discover the lakeside towns and Villas of
Bellagio, Menaggio, Varenna, Como itself and
Tremezzo. Taking a lake cruise is the best way to
admire the spectacular views of the surrounding
towns, witnessing houses of celebrity residents. If
you prefer seeing the lake from above, catch the
cable car up to the quiet village of Brunate.

Milan, Days 8-9
Stay at Mandarin Oriental Milan
The buzzing city of Milan boasts one of the world’s richest cultural heritage, but is also recognised internationally
as one of the world's most important fashion capitals. During your stay explore Piazza del Duomo, La Scala
Theatre and its museum, Pinacoteca di Brera, Galleria di Arte Moderna, and Sforzesco Castle. While exploring the
city centre stop by Luini, a casual and little gastronomic shop, renowned for its famous Panzerotti Pizza.

Erbusco, Day 10

Stay at L'Albereta Hotel
The territory of Franciacorta, which means “short
France”, is a section of the Province of Brescia in
the Italian Region of Lombardy. From nature to fine
food to sports and wellness, you will find yourself
experiencing the real and proper Italian farmhouse
living style, yet with a luxury touch.

Verona, Days 11-12
Stay at Due Torri Hotel
Start your discovery sightseeing the famous Verona Arena, walking to the city centre and reaching the romantic
Juliet’s House and write lovestruck graffiti on the walls of its courtyard. Explore the major landmarks of this
beloved city. Beginning with Piazza Erbe, and then walk towards Ponte Pietra, visit Palazzo Giusti, Basilica di San
Zeno and explore the Osteria Sottocosta.

Venice, Days 13-15

Stay at Aman Venice
You will be visiting the most renowned landmarks of
Venice; from your accommodation you will be
attending multiple tours with your private guide:
visit Piazza San Marco, which is the principal public
square and its Basilica, learning about the history
and significance of this magnificent city and
landmarks.

Paris, Days 16-18
Stay at Four Seasons Hotel George V
Paris hosts many attractions. You will start your daily activities with the visit of Eiffel Tower rather than have a walk
on the city’s most ornate and extravagant Alexandre III Bridge, and marvel at the enchanting Seine river.
Take a stroll through the magnificent Tuileries Gardens, head to the magnifique Louvre Museum, the world's
largest art museum. Afterwards, head to Notre Dame Cathedral, widely considered to be one of the finest
examples of French Gothic architecture.

Dubrovnik, Days 19-22

Stay at Sun Gardens Hotel
Dubrovnik's Old Town is the main allure with its
charming aristocratic Palazzi and pedestrian-only
pathways as well as it has also been a popular
filming location in recent years, where The Game
of Thrones, Robin Hood and Star Wars have been
filmed. The Rector's Palace is unmissable as well as
the elegant Baroque churches, contained within
sturdy medieval fortifications. Travel through the
Konavle region with a private guide and explore the
beautiful Bay of Kotor. Admire Roman mosaics in
Risan or visit a peaceful island off coastal Perast.

Santorini, Days 23-24
Stay at Andronis Boutique Hotel
Visit archaeological sites like Nea Kameni island, one of the most violent volcanoes on the planet, or Palea
Kameni, volcanic islands in the middle of the Santorini Caldera, home to therapeutic sulfuric mud that is said to
help treat skin conditions; tour the area by boat and go for a walk around the crater to see it up close.

Mykonos, Days 25-28

Stay at Cavo Tagoo
Mykonos is not only about relaxation, if you wish to,
during your stay, there are many places to visit, go
closer to its iconic Windmills, that can be also seen
from almost every corner of Mykonos Town,
staggered along the hillside ridge above the port
and are the first sight to greet visitors arriving on
the island by boat. Live a superior private boat tour
experience in a journey full of comfort and luxury,
spend a day exploring the most wonderful Cycladic
islands and swimming at beaches with crystal-clear
waters, accessible only by boat.

